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This note addresses some issues originating from the analyses of minke whale body con-
dition data collected under the JARPA program. Two teams investigated the hypothesis
of yearly decline in body condition and found somewhat conflicting result (see the reports
de la Mare et al. (2017) and McKinlay et al. (2017) from the first team, and Cunen et al.
(2017) from the second). In de la Mare et al. (2017) several linear and linear mixed
effects models for the response variable fat weight were proposed. Models using total
body weight as the response were also studied, but since we consider fat weight a more
relevant response we limit ourselves to that variable in this note. In our main report
(Cunen et al., 2017) we devoted quite a lot of space and energy in motivating what we
considered to be a biologically plausible model for body condition. Yet, de la Mare et al.
(2017) introduce some variables and interactions that we had not studied, and we were
thus compelled to investigate their potential influence on our conclusions. Three new
models for fat weight are presented in this note. They are all versions of our original
model (and are thus linear mixed effect models), but incorporating some insights from
de la Mare et al. (2017). It turns out that all the models have a significant, negative,
linear effect of year, and achieve better AIC values than the winning linear mixed effect
model in de la Mare et al. (2017).

In the second part of this note, we use one of the new wide models for a full FIC anal-
ysis, including all candidate models considered in Cunen et al. (2017), along with three
additional candidate models. The ranking of the candidate models change slightly, but
the same winning model is selected. This indicates that although we may have failed
to include all biologically interesting interactions in our original wide model, our main
results and conclusions seem robust to these potential omissions.

1 New wide models: presentation and summary of

results

We will start by discussing some of the differences between the linear mixed effect models
in de la Mare et al. (2017) and in Cunen et al. (2017). The most striking feature of Table
7 in de la Mare et al. (2017) is that total body weight (BWt) offers a tremendous increase
in explanatory power (as measured by AIC and BIC) compared with body length (BLm).
This is not so surprising; the fat weight is of course part of the total body weight and
these two variables are highly correlated. In our original report, we did not consider using
BWt, in parts because this variable was not measured in the first year of study. We will
investigate the effect of replacing BLm by BWt.

The authors of de la Mare et al. (2017) also introduce some biologically motivated in-
teractions that we have not looked at before. The term DateNum ∗ Sex allows the
seasonal increase in body condition to be different for males and females. The term
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DateNum ∗ BWt allows the seasonal effect to depend on the size of the whale – a big
whale might for example achieve a faster daily growth than a smaller one. The report
also includes third order interactions between these three variables, and even fourth order
interactions (adding Y ear). We will come back to these interactions in the descriptions
of our new models below.

While we read de la Mare et al. (2017) with interest and attention, we were surprised that
some essential covariates were not considered in the analyses at all. No spatial covariates
were included in the selection of models; not even latitude, which previously has been
given a clear biological motivation by de la Mare and others. These omissions were not
given any justification in the text.

Before we start analysing the models we remind our readers that a wide model is meant to
be a biologically fully plausible model, incorporating all likely aspects. The concept of a
wide model is needed when it comes to assessment of biases and variances of the estimates
associated with candidate models; in particular the FIC analyses in our previous report
rely on such a wide model.

The main difference between our original model and the three new models presented
here is that the new models all include the three-way interaction presented in de la Mare
et al. (2017), involving date, sex and a variable controlling for the size of the whale.
The last model (M3) allows this three-way interaction to have a random effect with year
(resulting thus in a sort of four-way interaction term). For all the models we also include
the underlying two-way interactions, and main effects.

• M1: original wide model with extra interactions

• M2: similar to M1, but slightly simplified

• M3: a more complicated random effect structure

As a reminder, here is our original wide model:

Y ∼Y ear +BLm+ Sex+Diatom+ Ice+DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum

+ Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : Diatom+Diatom : DateNum

+Diatom : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+ LatNum : DateNum2

+Region+ Y ear : Region+ LatNum : Region+ Sex : Region+Diatom : Region

+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat).

The first new model M1 has the following predictor variables (version with BLm – see
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explanations below):

Y ∼Y ear +BLm+ Sex+DiatomF + Ice+DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum

+ Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : DiatomF +Diatom : DateNum

+Diatom : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+ LatNum : DateNum2 (1)

+Region+ Y ear : Region+ LatNum : Region+ Sex : Region+DiatomF : Region

+BLm ∗DateNum ∗ Sex+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat).

Inspired by McKinlay et al. (2017) we dichotomised the diatom levels (into a factor
with two levels – high and low). LatNum and DateNum were scaled in order to help
convergence. The second model is a simplified version of the first, removing some of the
second order interaction terms from the original model: Diatom : DateNum, Diatom :
DateNum2, Y ear : Region and Diatom : Region. We also removed Ice.

Y ∼Y ear +BLm+ Sex+DiatomF +DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum

+ Sex ∗ FetusLength+ Sex ∗DiatomF + LatNum ∗DateNum+ LatNum ∗DateNum2

+Region+ LatNum ∗Region+ Sex ∗Region+BLm ∗DateNum ∗ Sex (2)

+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat).

Our third new model is more different from the original, having a more complicated
random effect structure. We let the third order term BLm : DateNum : Sex (and
the underlying second order terms, but not the main effects) be different for all 17 years.
These random effects parallel the fourth order interaction considered in some of de la Mare
et al. (2017)’s models (FW15). This model was much harder and more time consuming
to fit than the first one. In order to avoid convergence warnings, several second order
interaction terms from the original model were removed: Diatom : DateNum, Sex ∗
Region, Y ear : Region and Diatom : Region. We also removed the second order effect
of date, and Ice. LatNum, BLm (or BWt) and DateNum were scaled in order to help
convergence.

Y ∼Y ear +BLm+ Sex+DiatomF +DateNum+ LatNum+ Sex ∗ FetusLength

+ Sex ∗DiatomF + LatNum ∗DateNum+BLm ∗DateNum ∗ Sex

+Region+ LatNum ∗Region+ (1 +DateNum+BLm : DateNum (3)

+BLm : Sex+ Sex : DateNum+BLm : DateNum : Sex|Y earCat).

As mentioned above, another notable difference between the models presented in de la
Mare et al. (2017) and our original model is that different predictor variables are used in
order to control for the size of the whales. There are at least three possibilities here:

• BLm: which we used originally

• BWt: used in de la Mare et al. (2017)
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• BWtlean = BWt− FatWeight.

The two last options reduce the number of years under study to 17 (since BWt was not
measured the first year). We find it a bit uncomfortable to use BWt as a covariate since
it actually contains the response variable, and therefore prefer BWtlean.

Investigating these three alternatives for the three different new wide models result in a
total of nine different new models. In the table below we present a summary of the results
for each of these nine models: estimate of the linear effect of year (REML estimate); 95 %
confidence interval for βyear based on bootstrapping; sample size (mtot) available for that
model; and AIC and BIC values. As a reference, we also include AIC and BIC values for
the corresponding models without the linear effect of year (AIC−y and BIC−y) and the
AIC and BIC values for the best models of de la Mare et al. (2017) (AICbest and BICbest)
fitted to the same set of observations (and with the same variable controlling for whale
size).

All models yield a significant linear effect of year, with the point estimates ranging from
−0.0077 to −0.0054. For all three choices of the size-controlling variable, M2 is the
winning model according to AIC. Looking at AIC values, models including the linear effect
of year are always preferred compared with the corresponding model without βyear. The
inverse pattern is observed when considering the BIC values; then, the models without
βyear are usually favoured. Also when using BIC, the best model from de la Mare et al.
(2017) outperforms the new wide models. This is a consequence of BIC’s well-known
preference for models with relatively few parameters.

β̂year 95% CI mtot AIC AIC−y AICbest BIC BIC−y BICbest

M1 with BLm -0.0077 [-0.0135; -0.0019] 742 -445.7 -445.5 -409.3 -279.8 -293.3 -352.7
M2 with BLm -0.0069 [-0.0122; -0.0013] 742 -453.8 -450.8 – -320.2 -321.7 –
M3 with BLm -0.0062 [-0.0111; -0.0015] 742 -437.1 -433.8 – -252.7 -254.1 –

M1 with BWt -0.0070 [-0.0116; -0.0025] 711 -1058.0 -1054.6 -1026.5 -893.6 -903.9 -971.8
M2 with BWt -0.0066 [-0.0111; -0.0021] 711 -1070.1 -1063.7 – -937.7 -935.8 –
M3 with BWt -0.0054 [-0.0096; -0.0010] 711 -1048.4 -1044.0 – -865.7 -865.9 –

M1 with BWtlean -0.0077 [-0.0137; -0.0018] 711 -741.2 -739.1 -714.2 -576.8 -588.4 -662.2
M2 with BWtlean -0.0075 [-0.0128; -0.0019] 711 -753.4 -748.0 – -621.0 -620.1 –
M3 with BWtlean -0.0059 [-0.0109; -0.0010] 711 -729.6 -726.4 – -546.9 -548.3 –

In the next sections, we investigate the first new wide model in more detail, running a
full FIC analysis. Even though BWt is preferred by AIC and BIC, we have chosen to
present the models using BLm as the size-controlling predictor variable. We find this to
be more natural than using BWt (since fat weight actually is contained within BWt).
As apparent from the table above, the results concerning βyear do not change much with
the different size-controlling predictor variables.
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2 Full analysis with M1 as the new wide model

Y ∼Y ear +BLm+ Sex+DiatomF + Ice+DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum

+ Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : DiatomF +Diatom : DateNum

+Diatom : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+ LatNum : DateNum2

+Region+ Y ear : Region+ LatNum : Region+ Sex : Region+DiatomF : Region

+BLm ∗DateNum ∗ Sex+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat).

After removing NA values we ended up with 742 observations over 18 years. Fitting
the new wide model with FatWeight as the response gave the following estimates for the
variance components and the fixed effects.

StdDev Corr

(Intercept) 0.058
DateNum 0.045 0.46
DateNum2 0.024 -0.38 0.31

σ̂ 0.168

Estimate t

(Intercept) -1.99
Y ear -0.0077 -2.84
BLm 0.4087 20.35
Sex -0.5651 -1.92
Ice 0.0083 0.46

DiatomF -0.0506 -4.41
DateNum -0.2076 -1.35
DateNum2 0.0278 2.66
LatNum -0.0167 -0.81
Region1 0.0077 0.22
Region2 0.0240 0.62

Sex : FetusLength 0.0024 7.08
Sex : Diatom 0.0241 1.50

DateNum : Diatom -0.0004 -0.05
DateNum2 : Diatom 0.0084 1.28

Estimate t

DateNum : LatNum -0.0220 -1.76
DateNum2 : LatNum -0.0098 -1.01

Y ear : Region1 -0.0027 -0.99
Y ear : Region2 0.0000 0.01

LatNum : Region1 0.0341 1.47
LatNum : Region2 -0.0298 -1.05
Sex : Region1 0.0231 0.98
Sex : Region2 0.0350 1.41

Diatom : Region1 0.0126 1.19
Diatom : Region2 -0.0111 -0.98
BLm : DateNum 0.0370 2.02

BLm : Sex 0.0615 1.84
Sex : DateNum 0.1462 0.51

BLm : Sex : DateNum -0.0266 -0.82

The confidence curve for the linear effect of year demonstrates that the effect is negative
and significantly different from 0 (Figure 1). The estimate is slightly less negative com-
pared to the original wide model, but the 95 % confidence interval based on parametric
bootstrapping clearly does not contain 0.
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Figure 1: Confidence curve for βyear from fat weight. The red line marks the 95 % level and
the 95 % confidence interval is [-0.0133; -0.0022].

2.1 FIC analysis

Since we changed the wide model, we included three new candidate models (simplifica-
tions of the new wide model). We called the new wide model M00 and defined the new
candidate models in the following way:

• M00 (new wide model): Y ear + BLm + Sex + DiatomF + Ice + DateNum +
DateNum2 + LatNum+ Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : DiatomF +
DiatomF : DateNum+DiatomF : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+
LatNum : DateNum2 + BLm ∗ DateNum ∗ Sex + Region + Y ear : Region +
LatNum : Region+ Sex : Region+DiatomF : Region+
(1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat)

• M01: Y ear+BLm+Sex+DiatomF +Ice+DateNum+DateNum2 +LatNum+
Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : DiatomF +DiatomF : DateNum+
DiatomF : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+ LatNum : DateNum2 +
BLm∗DateNum+Region+Y ear : Region+LatNum : Region+Sex : Region+
DiatomF : Region+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat)

• M02: Y ear+BLm+Sex+DiatomF +Ice+DateNum+DateNum2 +LatNum+
Sex : FetusLength+ Sex : DiatomF +DiatomF : DateNum+
DiatomF : DateNum2 + LatNum : DateNum+ LatNum : DateNum2 +
BLm ∗DateNum ∗ Sex+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat)

• M03: Y ear +BLm+ Sex+DiatomF +DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum+
Sex : FetusLength+BLm∗DateNum∗Sex+(1+DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat)
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In addition we considered the 23 candidate models described in Cunen et al. (2017), and
we have kept their original names in the figures (M0 to M22). We thus ended up with a
total of 27 models.

We followed the same FIC procedure as we described in Cunen et al. (2017). Notably,
we split the dataset in two parts: one for evaluating the FIC scores and one for inference.
The results are shown in the FIC plot below (Figure 2). As in the previous analysis, the
baseline model without a linear effect of year was given a much higher FIC score than
all other candidate models (

√
fic = 0.0089). The best scored models with this response

were M4, M03, M3 and M11 . All these models either have no regional effects or at least
no interaction terms with Region. M4 is a very simple model and won in the original
analysis also.

M4: Y ear +BLm+ Sex+Diatom+DateNum+DateNum2 + LatNum

+ (1 +DateNum+DateNum2|Y earCat)

Using the winning model M4, a new confidence curve for the linear effect of year was
computed (Figure 3). The curve is somewhat wider than in the original analysis, but still
indicates a significant linear year effect.
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Figure 2: FIC plot for fat weight, the baseline model has
√

fic = 0.0089.
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Figure 3: New confidence curve for βyear with fat weight as the response and with model M4.
The red line marks the 95 % level and the 95 % confidence interval is [-0.0141; -0.0002].

3 Conclusions

Inspired by parts of the analyses in de la Mare et al. (2017), we have implemented a total
of nine new wide models. We have reported point estimates and confidence intervals for
βyear for all the models, along with AIC and BIC values. Information criteria like AIC
and BIC were not part of our original analysis, and we have only reported them here
in order to facilitate comparisons with the models in de la Mare et al. (2017). We have
not used them for model selection, but we have used our FIC procedure in order to seek
a version of these wide models with more precise estimates of the parameter of main
interest.

The choice among these nine models (and our original model) should primarily be based
on biological considerations, which we have not discussed here. We have demonstrated
that our original conclusions are robust to the choice of wide model (at least within the
range of models we have considered here).
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